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Abstract.
Correlations of tropical mean water vapor with its surface values have been calculated for all

(1990) suggested
that the upper tropospheremay even
becomedrier in responseto a surfacewarming,throwing

AMIP1

into the open the question of whether GCMs have correctly calculated the strength of water vapor feedback.

models and some of the AMIP2

models.

The

previously noted discrepancybetween the GFDL model
and rawinsonde

data

also exists for other

models:

the

The over-simplificationof the model for tropical deep
interannual correlations of water vapor with its surface convectionon which Lindzen's suggestionis based has
values decline to smaller

values in observations

than

in

beenrecognized
(Betts1990,Sunand Lindzen1993a,b).

the models. This discrepancy is reduced somewhat after the data from the models were sampled at the same
locations where observational data were collected, but
remains significant even at low levels. Significant discrepancy between models and observationsalso exists in

It is also clear, however, that it is an assumption that
the upper tropospheric water vapor increaseswith increasesin the surfacehumidity and this assumptionhas
apparently not been fully verified.
Lindzen's argument underscoresthe fact that deep
the regressions
of water vapor on temperature, suggest- convectionin the tropics creates dry air which can subing something other than differencesin the noise level side thousandsof kilometersaway from where the deep
as the main causefor the discrepancyin the vertical cor- convectiontakes place. An example is that the air subrelations between model and rawinsonde observations.
siding in the subtropicsmay have an origin in the deep
tropics. Thus to obtain a relationship between upper
tropospheric water vapor and the near-surface water
Introduction
vapor that may be applicable for the global warming
Becauseof the strongtemperature dependenceof sat- situation, one cannot simply consider local relations;
uration water vapor pressureon temperature, water va- averaging over the tropics is more appropriate. In the
por feedbackis potentially the largestfeedbackthat am- samevein, one cannot concludefrom regionalvariations
plifiesglobal warming. Using a one-dimensionalradia- of water vapor in the tropics that more deep convection
tive convectivemodel, Manabe and Wetheraid (1967) in the tropics should result in more moisture in the endemonstrated that the surfacetemperature with a fixed tire tropics. This consideration,however,was not fully
taken into account in earlier observational studies of warelative humidity is almost twice as sensitiveto CO2 increasesasthat with a fixed specifichumidity. The calcu- ter vapor feedback(Raval and Ramanathan 1989, Rind

lationsof globalwarmingby three dimensionalgeneral et al 1991).
Usingrawinsondedata archivedat GFDL (Oort 1983,
circulationmodels (GCMs) have generallysupported
this estimate of the strength of water vapor feedback Sun and Oort 1995) and outputs from GFDL models,
(Cessel al. 1990). It is not yet understood,however, Sun and Held (1996) first spatially averagedthe spewhy estimates of water vapor feedback from three di- cific humidity over the entire tropical domain (30øSmensionalGCMs are so closeto the estimate by the 30øN) and then computedinterannualcorrelationswith
the surfacevalue. They did not find a negative correone dimensional radiative convective model in which a
constantrelative humidity is simply assumed.Noting lation between variations of water vapor in the upper
the penetrative nature of tropical deep convectionand troposphere with the variations at the surface. They
its connectionwith the large-scalecirculation, Lindzen

noted, however,that the correlationsof water vapor, averagedover the entire tropics (30øS-30øN),decreaseto
much smaller values in observations

than in the GFDL
differences were also noted in data-rich
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regions, leading them to concludethat it may be prudent to suspectsignificanterrors in the model physics.
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Figure 1. Correlationsbetweeninterannualvariationsof tropicalmeanspecifichumidity (30øS-30øN)and those
at the lowestmodel level (as in Fig. 9 of Sun and Held (1996)) for the AMIP1 models. The thick red dashed
line representsthe GFDL R30 model run contributedto AMIP1. It is similar to (though not exactly the same
as) the GFDL modelresultsshownby Sunand Held (1996). The thick blueand blackdashedlinesrepresenttwo
runs of the ECMWF model with different initial conditions. Definition of the acronymsfor the GCMs and their

documentation
can be foundat http://www-pcmdi.llnl.gov/amip/AMIP1/AMIPgroups.html.
In particular, they noted that the convective adjustment scheme,by saturating the adjusted column and
ignoring meso-scalecirculations, may have exaggerated
the coupling between the upper troposphericwater vapor and near surfacewater vapor. They also mentioned
that giventhe exponentialdecreaseof specifichumidity
with height, numerical diffusion resulting from vertical truncation may also be a significantsourceof error.
They cautioned, however,that the discrepancybetween
the model results and observations could also be partly
due to the poor spatial coverageof the rawinsondedata.
Results

from

the
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In the presentnote, we extend the study of Sun and
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Held (1996) on two fronts. First, we addressthe question of whetherthe verticalcorrelationsof water vapor Figure 2. Samecalculationsas in Figure 1, but for the

arealsohighin otherGCMs.Second,
weaddress
the firstfivesetsof modeloutputavailable
fromAMIP2.

question
ofwhether
themodel-data
discrepancy
noted"Observations"
fromtheNCAR/NCEP
andECMWF
('ERA') reanalysesare alsoshown. To facilitate comparisonwith the Oort dataset,whichendsin 1989,both
rawinsonde
network.(As notedin Sunand Oort (1995), modeland reanalysisoutput havebeenprocessedfor the
the rawinsonde stations over the equatorial eastern Pa- AMIP1 period 1979-1988. Extending processingto the
cific are sparse. Consequently,the interannual anoma- full AMIP2 period (1979-1995) makesno appreciable
lies of specifichumidity can be substantially underes- difference in these results.

earlier could be due to the insu•cient sampling by the
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collectedbefore the model output was usedin calculat-

I

.00

VAPOR

higherthan in reality. The AMIP2 modeloutput was
further sampledin the same way as Oort's data were

Correlation with lowest-level variations: MASKED
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ing the verticalcorrelations.This consistenttreatment
of the model output with the collectionof the observational data indeed reducessignificantlythe vertical

?

correlation, but not sufficiently to explain the discrepe
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ancy with the observationaldata (Fig. 3). Note that
significantdiscrepancystarts about 700 mb where the
rawinsonde

data are believed

to be reliable.

Discussion

The consistencyin GCI•Is is as encouragingas it is
alarming.
On one hand, it seems that the issue of
-0.2 0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
correlation coefficient
whether changesin the upper troposphericwater vapor
Figure 3. Samecalculations
asin Figure2, exceptthat follow changesin the low levels may be indeed trivial:
the model data are sampledat the samelocationswhere the correlations are almost independent of the paramthe Oort's data were collected. The number of rawineterization schemesemployed or the vertical resolution
sondestationsreportingdata duringthe A•[IP1 period used. (A variety of cumulusparameterizationschemes
1979-1988in each 5øx5ø grid box was first obtained. are used in the models examined here, including plain
Grid boxeswith an averagereportingnumberlessthan
convective adjustment, Kuo's scheme, and Arakawa
1

0.1/monthwereomittedin obtainingthe tropicalaver- and Shubert's cumulus ensemble model. The vertiageof the specifichumidity. The numberof reporting
seehttp://wwwstationsper month is typically either zero or 1. This cal resolutionalsovariesconsiderably;
proceduree•ectivelyleavesout the easterntropicalPa- pcmdi.llnl.gov/modeldoc/amip/01toc.html).The trocific.

posphere is highly diffusive even for the dynamically
active water vapor. Elements that have been previously suggestedto restrict vigorousmixing down below
timated in Oort's data.) The first question is largely the boundary layer--the existence of the trade wind
answered by Fig. 1, which showsthe relationship be- inversion, the narrow spatial confines of deep convectween interannual variations of tropical mean water va- tive towers, and the complexity of the microphysicsrepor (30øS-30øN) and those at the lowest model level sponsiblefor the creation of rain and the dry subsid(as in Fig. 9 of Sun and Held) for all the AMIP1 ing air--do not matter much after all. On the other
models(Gates 1992, Gates et al. 1999). These mod- hand, the rawinsonde data can probably be trusted in
els were driven with boundary conditions corresponding the mid troposphere(700mb-500mb)(Elliot and Gaffen
to observed sea surface temperature and sea ice cover- 1991). The discrepancieswith the rawinsondeobserage for the period 1979-1988. The red-dashed line is vations in the vertical correlations of variations of wafor the GFDL model. In most models, the correlation ter vapor then defy the interpretation that the vertical
of the variations of water vapor in the upper tropospherewith those near the surfaceis very high. In fact,
the correlation is higher in most models than in the
Increase of water vapor with temperature
GFDL

model.

The

same calculations

were also done

for the first five sets of model output available from

the secondphaseof AMIP (A•IIP2; see http://wwwpcmdi.llnl.gov/amip/NEWS/amipnlS.html•TOC). The
results are presented in Fig. 2 which again show very
high correlationsof variations of water vapor in the upper troposphere with the values at the surface level.

The orangeand brownlinesare from the NCAR/NCEP
and ECMWF reanalyses,which use models to interpolate and merge the rawinsondeand other observations.
The vertical correlations in both reanalysesare higher
than the model-independentdata of Oort (1983), but
below the 500 mb pressure level they are lower than
all the AMIP2

models

examined

here.

The

fact that

injection of observational data into the model analysis
lowers the correlations

between the variations
of water
Figure 4. Rate of fractional increase of water vapor
vapor in the free troposphere and those at surface sug- with temperature, obtained by regressionof water vapor
geststhat the correlationsin the model may be indeed on temperature.
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correlations of water vapor are trivial to simulate and

available observationaldata are probably wrong. One
possibility is that the noise level in the observationsis
considerablyhigher than in GCMs, but regressionof
water vapor on temperature does not eliminate the dis-

crepancybetweenmodelsand observations(Fig. 4). In
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